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Exothermic autocatalytic fronts traveling in the gravity field can be deformed by buoyancy-driven
convection due to solutal and thermal contributions to changes in the density of the product versus
the reactant solutions. We classify the possible instability mechanisms, such as Rayleigh-Bénard,
Rayleigh-Taylor, and double-diffusive mechanisms known to operate in such conditions in a pa-
rameter space spanned by the corresponding solutal and thermal Rayleigh numbers. We also discuss
a counterintuitive instability leading to buoyancy-driven deformation of statically stable fronts
across which a solute-light and hot solution lies on top of a solute-heavy and colder one. The
mechanism of this chemically driven instability lies in the coupling of a localized reaction zone and
of differential diffusion of heat and mass. Dispersion curves of the various cases are analyzed. A
discussion of the possible candidates of autocatalytic reactions and experimental conditions neces-
sary to observe the various instability scenarios is presented. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2405129�

It is common knowledge that light fluids rise while heavy
fluids sink in the gravity field. Buoyant convection due to
a hydrodynamic Rayleigh-Taylor instability can therefore
be triggered if a heavy solution lies on top of a lighter
one. Rayleigh-Bénard convection appears when a fluid is
heated from below. Convection can also result from
double-diffusive instabilities of a statically stable density
stratification if solutal and thermal effects are in compe-
tition. However, it is expected that a stratification of a
solute-light and hot fluid over a solute-heavy and cold one
should always be stable. Here we show that chemical re-
actions can change this intuitive picture and trigger con-
vection even in cases where concentration and heat both
contribute to a stable density stratification. We find that
the balance between intrinsic thermal and solutal density
gradients initiated by a spatially localized reaction zone
and double-diffusive mechanisms are at the origin of a
new convective instability of stable density stratifications
the mechanism of which is explained by a displaced par-
ticle argument. We also classify the stability properties
and dispersion curves to be observed for various classes
of exothermic chemical fronts depending whether they
ascend or descend in the gravity field and whether their
solutal and thermal contributions to the density jump
across the front are cooperative or antagonistic.

I. INTRODUCTION

The fact that chemical reactions involved in autocata-
lytic processes can be the source of density gradients able to
trigger convection has long been recognized.1–6 The coupling
between nonlinear chemical reactions and diffusion can in-
deed lead to self-organized interfaces between regions of dif-
ferent compositions and temperatures and hence different
densities. In the gravity field, such density stratifications are
prone to induce hydrodynamic motions due to either
Rayleigh-Taylor, Rayleigh-Bénard, or double-diffusive insta-
bilities. Numerous experimental works have provided clear
evidences of such reaction-driven hydrodynamic motions
across chemical fronts.3–31

To gain insight into such dynamics, it is useful to recall
that, across a chemical front, the density difference ��=�p

−�r, where �p and �r stand, respectively, for the density of
the product and of the reactant solutions, is a combination of
a solutal contribution ��c due to the difference in molar
volume of the products versus the reactants and of a thermal
part ��T related to the exo- or endothermicity of the reaction.
Depending on the relative magnitude and sign of both con-
tributions, various dynamics can be expected as already dis-
cussed by Pojman and Epstein.5 When ��c and ��T are co-
operative, i.e., have the same sign �which is typically
negative as no endothermic autocatalytic reaction is known
up to now�, solutal and thermal effects combine to transform
solute-heavier reactants at room temperature into solute-
lighter and hotter products. It is expected that only simple
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convection can be observed in that case when the front is
traveling upwards. Double-diffusive phenomena can become
operative when solutal and thermal effects are antagonistic,
i.e., when ��c and ��T have opposite signs. In that case,
both up and down moving fronts can be unstable depending
on the relative size of both effects. Numerous modeling and
theoretical analyses have been performed on fronts that ex-
hibit simple convection.32–47 Fewer analytical work have fo-
cused on double-diffusive convection of fronts25,48,49 and it is
only recently that heat effects have been shown to allow for
new convective instabilities to come into play.50,51

A comparison between the stability domains of pure flu-
ids vs those of chemical fronts in the parameter space
spanned by the solutal and thermal Rayleigh numbers asso-
ciated with ��c and ��T shows that chemical reactions pro-
foundly change the stability properties.51 In particular, a new
chemically driven instability can deform chemical fronts
even when both solutal and thermal effects are contributing
to give a stable density stratification.50 This instability results
from a combination of a localized reaction zone and of dif-
ferential diffusion of mass and heat.

In this framework, it is the objective of this article to put
the classification of chemo-hydrodynamic instabilities of
chemical fronts into perspective with regard to experimental
conditions. In particular, we classify autocatalytic families of
reactions to discuss which dynamics are expected for each of
them when they are either ascending or descending in the
gravity field. We discuss the dispersion curves and nonlinear
dynamics to be expected experimentally in each case com-
paring with available experimental or numerical data.

The article is therefore organized as follows. In the first
section, we review the literature on buoyancy-driven convec-
tion around chemical fronts. We next present our theoretical
model used to study Rayleigh-Taylor, Rayleigh-Bénard, and
double-diffusive instabilities of fronts in Sec. III and define
the two important parameters of the problem, which are the
solutal and thermal Rayleigh numbers. In Sec. IV, we review
the simple convection case, while discussing the properties
of the chemically driven mechanism of instability of stati-
cally stable fronts in Sec. V. Double-diffusive instabilities are
addressed in Sec. VI. Corresponding dispersion curves and
nonlinear dynamics are discussed for each case. We end up
with conclusions and discussions of possible experimental
conditions needed to test our classification.

II. CLASSIFICATION OF AUTOCATALYTIC REACTIONS

Experiments on buoyancy-driven deformation and accel-
eration of reaction-diffusion fronts have been performed for
quite a long time now. The first experiments were performed
in capillary tubes and have addressed the influence of the
radius of the tube or of the angle of orientation with respect
to gravity on the onset of convection �characterized by one
or two convection rolls� and on the speed of the
front.3–21More recently, experiments in Hele-Shaw cells21–30

and in a three-dimensional tank31 have allowed investigation
of the dynamics of more extended systems and of the stabil-
ity of a wider spectrum of instability modes.

Among the literature on such chemo-hydrodynamic de-
formation of fronts, several autocatalytic families have been

studied that can be classified depending on the signs of ��c

and ��T. An autocatalytic reaction that has been the focus of
several experimental studies on convection-driven deforma-
tion of fronts is the iodate-arsenous acid �IAA� system that
features reactants that are heavier than the products such that
��c�0.6,8,22,23,30,31 This reaction is exothermic as well
���T�0�; hence, the solutal and thermal effects are coopera-
tive for the IAA reaction. According to the model of Pojman
and Epstein,5 only simple convection is expected in that
case; i.e., only IAA fronts ascending the gravity field should
be unstable. Indeed, several experimental and theoretical
works have focused on characterizing Rayleigh-Taylor in-
duced deformation of ascending IAA fronts in capillary
tubes,6,8,32–36 in Hele-Shaw cells,22,23,30,36–42,45 and in three-
dimensional tanks.31 A similar situation occurs for combus-
tion fronts for which cold liquid fuel reactants are converted
into hot gas products.19,20 Intuitively, it is thus expected that
all families of reactions for which solutal and thermal effects
have the same sign and are thus reinforcing each other �a
class that we will qualify here as “cooperative”�, the only
instability to be expected is of a Rayleigh-Taylor type ap-
pearing when the solute-heavier and cooler side of the front
lies on top of the solute-lighter and hotter one in the gravity
field. As all autocatalytic reactions have ��T�0, only as-
cending fronts are thus thought to be unstable, and indeed
most experimental fingering of reactions belonging to the
cooperative case have up to now been studied focusing on
ascending fronts.

Let us mention here that unstable descending fronts have
been observed in both the iodide-nitric acid21 and
iodate-sulfite11 reactions belonging to this cooperative family
wherein both ��c�0 and ��T�0. In each case, the authors
have shown that this unexpected instability could be ex-
plained in terms of a solutal double-diffusive instability in-
volving chemical species with different molecular coeffi-
cients. They argue that the thermal effects are almost
negligible due to the small temperature changes ��1 K� as-
sociated with the small concentrations used.11,21 Recently, a
theoretical study of the influence of heat losses through the
walls of the reactor has shown that the nonmonotonicity of
the temperature profile induced by heat losses could destabi-
lize such cooperative-type descending fronts as well.47 To
avoid such complications due to conducting walls, we will
assume in the following that the reactor is thermally insu-
lated so that all the heat produced by the reaction results in
an adiabatic temperature change.

In the nitric acid-iron�II�, chlorite-thiosulfate, chlorite-
tetrathionate, chlorate-sulfite, chlorite-thiourea, or bromate-
sulfite autocatalytic fronts, the products contract while the
reaction is exothermic; hence, ��c�0, while ��T�0 �see
Table I�. These fronts, belonging to what we will call the
“antagonist” class, are typical systems featuring double-
diffusive instabilities or also multicomponent convection in
the vocabulary of Pojman and Epstein.5 Both ascending and
descending fronts can be unstable due to either Rayleigh-
Bénard, Rayleigh-Taylor, or double-diffusive mechanisms
depending on the relative values of ��c and ��T. A typical
example of this family is the chlorite-tetrathionate �CT�
reaction, the fingering of which has been extensively
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studied.24–29 For concentrations such that solutal effects
dominate the temperature effects, descending fronts are
genuinely unstable as the products are heavier than the
reactants.24,26,28,29 At larger concentrations, the exothermicity
of the reaction is increased, allowing ascending fronts to be
destabilized as well.25,27,49

Free radical polymerizations are very exothermic and
form polymer products that are more dense than the mono-
mer ���c�0�; they fall thus in the same antagonist
category.9,17,18 Various other examples of this family with
��c�0 and ��T�0 are quoted in Ref. 9. Finally, let us also
mention combustion fronts19,20 that fall generally in the co-
operative family as the burned products are typically solute-
lighter and hotter than the fuel. The Arrhenius dependence of
the kinetic constant on temperature leads however in this
case and in the case of strongly exothermic polymerization
fronts to possibilities of other instability scenarios that will
not be considered here. Table I summarizes different ex-
amples with various sign combinations of ��c and ��T. Let
us now discuss a model that will enable the classification
of the various dynamics to be expected for these various
systems.

III. MODEL SYSTEM

Our system is a two-dimensional insulated Hele-Shaw
cell of length Lx, width Ly, and of gap-width a �a�Lx and
Ly�, oriented with the gravity field g along x where the un-
derbar means that the quantity is a vector �see Fig. 1�. A
reaction-diffusion front is triggered either at the top or the
bottom of the cell, yielding a descending or ascending front,
respectively, traveling at a reaction-diffusion speed v. The
system can be described by Darcy’s equations �1� and �2� for
the velocity field u written in the Boussinesq approximation
coupled to an advection-reaction-diffusion equation for C
and T:

� · u = 0, �1�

�

K
u = − �p + ��C,T�g , �2�

�C

�t
+ u · �C = Dc�

2C − f�C� , �3�

�T

�t
+ u · �T = DT�2T +

�H

�0cp
f�C� . �4�

The permeability K=a2 /12, the viscosity �, the molecu-
lar and thermal diffusion coefficients Dc and DT, respec-
tively, are taken constant, p is the pressure, cp is the specific
heat of water while �H is the heat of the reaction taken here
as negative as we consider an exothermic reaction. As a typi-
cal nonlinear kinetics able to sustain traveling fronts when
coupled to diffusion, we take

f�C� = ��C − C0��C − C1��C + C2� , �5�

where � is the kinetic constant, C0 and C1 are the concentra-
tions of the relevant chemical species in the fresh reactant
and in the product, respectively �with C1�C0�, while C2 is
model dependent. We assume a linear dependence of the
density on C and T as

��C,T� = �0 + ��c + ��T, �6�

where �0 is the density of water at room temperature T0,
��c=−�c�C, and ��T=−�T�T, with �C=C1−C0 and �T
=−�H�C /�0cp being the concentration and temperature
jumps, respectively, across the front. The �positive or nega-
tive� solutal and �positive� thermal expansion coefficients
are, respectively, �c and �T. The set of equations is made
dimensionless using the following scales: the concentration
C−C0 is scaled by �C, the temperature T−T0 is scaled by
�T, the time by 	=1/���C�2, the velocity scale is U

TABLE I. List of autocatalytic reactions for which buoyancy-driven con-
vection due to solutal and thermal density changes across the front have
been studied with the relevant reference. A positive ��c means that the
products are heavier than the reactants so that isothermal fronts of these
reactive systems are buoyantly unstable if they descend in the gravity field.
On the contrary, isothermal reactions with a negative ��c feature reactants
that are heavier than the products and are thus genuinely unstable in the
ascending configuration. All autocatalytic reactions fronts known in the lit-
erature are exothermic; i.e., ��T�0 �thermal expansion across the front�.

Reaction ��c ��T Reference

Nitric acid-iron�II� + − 3, 4, and 7
Chlorite-thiosulfate + − 4
Chlorite-tetrathionate + − 24–29
Chlorate-sulfite + − 10
Chlorite-thiourea + − 13–16
Bromate-sulfite + − 11
Polymerization front + − 9 and 18
Iodate-arsenous acid − − 6, 8, 22, 23, 30, and 31
Iodide-nitric acid − − 21
Iodate-sulfite − − 11 and 12
Combustion front − − 19 and 20

FIG. 1. Sketch of the system.
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=�Dc /	, and the length scale l=�Dc	. Incorporating the hy-
drostatic pressure �0g in the pressure gradient and consider-
ing a descending front, the dimensionless equations �1�–�4�
then become

� · u = 0, �7�

u = − �p + �RTT + RcC�ix, �8�

�C

�t
+ u · �C = �2C + F�C� , �9�

�T

�t
+ u · �T = Le�2T + F�C� , �10�

where Le is the Lewis number, i.e., the ratio between the
thermal and molecular diffusion coefficients, ix is the unit
vector along x aligned with the gravity field for descending
fronts and with F�C�=C�1−C��C+d�. As a typical value for
the IAA system, for instance, we set d=0.0021.39 The spatial
dependence of the basic nondimensional density profile is
explicitly obtained as

��x� = RTT�x� + RcC�x� �11�

where the solutal and thermal Rayleigh numbers are defined
as

Rc =
gK��c

�U
, RT =

gK��T

�U
�12�

for a descending front. �Note that the definitions �11� and
�12� for a descending exothermic front are the same as in
Ref. 50, with ��c=−�c�c and ��T=−�T�T, but have the
opposite sign for an ascending exothermic front as in Ref.
51, where the x axis has been chosen to point upwards to
allow for comparison with the classical literature on double
diffusion.� Descending cooperative exothermic fronts �such
as IAA fronts, for instance� for which ��c�0 and ��T�0
thus correspond to Rc and RT both negative �quadrant 3 in the
�RT ,Rc� plane of Fig. 2�. Antagonist exothermic fronts �i.e.,
CT fronts typically� for which ��c�0 and ��T�0 will fea-
ture Rc�0 and RT�0 when descending �quadrant 4�. For
descending fronts, quadrants 1 and 2 �with RT�0 and Rc,
respectively positive and negative� would then correspond to
endothermic reactions. As all autocatalytic chemical systems
featuring traveling fronts are known to be exothermic �see
Table I�, we will here consider only exothermic reactions.
Ascending exothermic fronts can easily be studied using
similar equations but with ix pointing upwards �as in Ref.
51�. This leads us to consider Rc and RT both positive for
ascending cooperative fronts �see Fig. 2�. Similarly, RT�0
and Rc�0 will correspond to ascending antagonistic fronts
with solute-light reactants at room temperature above solute-
heavy and hot products.

To analyze the possible convective destabilization of
such systems, we perform a linear stability analysis along
standard ways.50,51 In order to do so, we consider the trans-
verse instability of the basic reaction-diffusion front solution
of Eqs. �9� and �10� with u=0 corresponding to the stable
products steady state �C ,T�= �1,1� invading the unstable re-

actants steady state �C ,T�= �0,0�. We introduce perturba-
tions for the concentration, the temperature, the pressure and
the velocity of the fluid. We insert these perturbations into
the basic state equations �9� and �10� and linearize around
the base state. We seek the solutions under normal modes
developing the perturbations as �
c ,
T ,
p ,
u ,
w�
= �c̄ , T̄ , p̄ , ū , w̄��z�exp�iky+�t�, where z=x−vt is a coordinate
moving with the reaction-diffusion speed v of the traveling
front and where k and � are the wave number and growth
rate of the perturbations, respectively. This allows us to find
the dispersion relations giving the growth rate � of the per-
turbations as a function of their wave number k. Instability
boundaries are obtained as the parameter values for which
the real sign of the largest � becomes positive. Let us now
analyze the possible instabilities that can appear in such
systems.

IV. SIMPLE CONVECTION

The stability diagram in the �RT ,Rc� plane is summa-
rized in Fig. 2 for Le=1. As stated before, quadrant 1, where
Rc�0,RT�0 corresponds to ascending cooperative exother-
mic fronts with a statically unstable density stratification of
solute-heavy reactants at room temperature above solute-
lighter and hotter products which always leads to instability.
In that case, Rayleigh-Taylor fingering is observed character-
ized by dispersion curves for which the band of unstable
modes extends in the range 0�k�kc, where kc is the critical
wave number above which all modes are stable.23,32–34,39–42

The nonlinear dynamics features one or two convective rolls
in capillaries.8,32,33,35,36 In Hele-Shaw cells, several fingers
appear at onset, which then undergo a general coarsening
mechanism.30,38,45 Evolution towards one single self-similar
finger45 or tip splittings30,45 can then follow, depending on
the values of parameters.

FIG. 2. Stability diagram for Le=1. The shaded area corresponds to the
stable zone.
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Quadrant 3 is always stable for descending cooperative
exothermic fronts with Le=1 as it corresponds to a stratifi-
cation of hot and solute-light products on top of cold and
solute-heavy reactants without any possibility of differential
diffusion phenomena. In that case, the temperature and con-
centration profiles both follow the same analytical function.51

As a consequence, the dashed Rc=−RT line delineates then
the zone of instability �Fig. 2�. In quadrant 2 �Rc�0,RT

�0�, corresponding to ascending antagonistic exothermic
fronts, the products are heavier than the reactants, which is a
stable situation from the point of view of the solutal compo-
nent of the density jump. Only reactions which are exother-
mic enough so that RT� �Rc� can feature a Rayleigh-Bénard
type of instability leading to the observation of thermal
plumes.25,27,49 In quadrant 4 �Rc�0,RT�0�; i.e., for de-
scending antagonistic fronts, isothermal fronts are always
unstable as the products are heavier. It is only when the
reaction is exothermic enough, i.e., when �RT � �Rc that sta-
bilization of such descending fronts can be achieved as has
been shown experimentally for the CT reaction.27

V. INSTABILITY OF STATICALLY STABLE FRONTS

For Le�1, the stability boundaries are modified �see
Fig. 3�. As already discussed previously,5,25,49–51 in this case,
the temperature profile is then more spread out than the con-
centration one, and effects due to the differential diffusivity
of heat and mass can come into play.

The most striking difference is observed in quadrant 3,
which now unexpectedly features a wide zone of instability.
When Le�1, we find indeed that, for each negative Rc, there
is a critical value of negative RT below which dispersion
curves are characterized by a finite band of unstable modes
�see Fig. 4�. This is intuitively unexpected as the correspond-
ing density profiles in this quadrant are statically stable. Let
us indeed plot in Fig. 4 the dimensionless density � given by
Eq. �11� as a function of x pointing in the direction of propa-
gation of the front. x→ +� corresponds to the reactants in
which �c ,T�= �0,0�, while x→−� corresponds to the prod-
ucts in which �c ,T�= �1,1�, while gravity is aligned towards
positive x for descending fronts and towards negative x for
ascending ones. We clearly see in Fig. 4 that, in quadrant 3,
where RT and Rc are both negative, the density of the prod-
ucts �p=Rc+RT is always smaller than the density �r=0 of
the reactants. Solutal and thermal effects are indeed reinforc-
ing each other ���c�0 and ��T�0� to yield across a de-
scending front a density profile increasing monotonically
from top to bottom �increasing x� when going from the
solute-light and hot products towards the solute-heavy reac-
tants at room temperature below them. Intuitively, stability
would be expected. Dispersion curves show however desta-
bilization for large enough negative RT. A particle displace-
ment argument provides insight into the chemically driven
instability mechanism at play here and which results from a
combination of a localized reaction zone and differential dif-
fusion of heat and mass �instability being observed in this
quadrant only when Le�1�.50,51 As shown on Fig. 5, let us
consider a solute-light and hot particle close to the products
region at a concentration Ca and temperature Ta, which is
displaced downwards into the more effective reaction zone at

FIG. 3. Stability boundaries for Le=1, 3, and 10. For Le=1, the system is
stable below the line RT=−Rc. For Le=3 and 10, the system is stable in the
interior of the dashed and full curves, respectively.

FIG. 4. Dispersion curves and density profiles as a function of x in quadrant 3 �RT�0,Rc�0�; i.e., for a cooperative descending exothermic front. The curves
are drawn here for Le=10, Rc=−1 and various negative RT. Although the density of the product �p=RT+Rc at the smaller values of x is smaller than the
density �r=0 of the reactant at larger x, the system features a band of unstable modes for RT below a critical value that depends on Rc.
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larger concentration Cb and temperature Tb in the region
where F�C� is increasing. Temperature equilibrates faster
than concentration as Le�1. Hence, we obtain a localized
zone of composition still close to Ca yet already at the tem-
perature Tb of its surrounding. As F�Ca��F�Cb�, this little
particle thus reacts not as much as its immediate neighbor-
hood, thus gaining less heat and concentration �recall the
reaction is exothermic� and making it denser. The particle
may thus continue to sink driving an instability. We note that,
when the particle encounters the lower region where F�C�
decreases, the mechanism becomes inverted; in other words,
the region of instability localized into the region of increas-

ing F is subdued by the stable zone where F decreases again.
As a consequence, the instability leads to eigenfunctions the
largest part of which is localized at the back of the traveling
chemical fronts and to small fingers of reduced amplitude in
the nonlinear regime.50,51 Concerning the dispersion curves,
Fig. 4 shows that for a fixed negative Rc, there is a critical
negative RT below which the system becomes unstable. The
instability increases with increasing �RT� as, for a given adia-
batic temperature change across the front, the mechanism of
this chemically driven instability is correspondingly more
efficient. Similarly, the system is more unstable when Le is
increased as this reinforces the differential diffusivity helping
the onset of the instability. Let us note that the dispersion
curves are here of type I52 with a neutral mode always at zero
wave number, stable long-wave modes, and a finite band of
unstable modes centered around a critical wave number kmax.
The transition between the decreasing part and the parabolic-
shaped part of the curves is actually smooth and continuous
when zooming on the transition zone. Such type I dispersion
curves are reminiscent of Turing-type dispersion curves53–55

and have been shown to yield frozen fingers of fixed wave-
length and amplitude close to criticality.27,49,50

VI. MULTICOMPONENT CONVECTION

In quadrant 4, the instability zone is drastically enlarged
when Le�1 and extends almost to the whole quadrant ex-
cept in a small balloon close to Rc=0, �RT � =0. As already
discussed by Pojman and Epstein5,7 and Kalliadasis et al.,49

instability can be observed there even when the density pro-
file is statically stable pointing out to the influence of double-
diffusive phenomena �also called thermohaline or multicom-
ponent convection�.56–60 Concerning the dispersion curves,
in quadrant 4, double-diffusive effects are seen to stabilize
long wave modes leading to dispersion curves of type I with
a finite band of unstable modes, the zero wave number being
marginally unstable.25,49 Such dispersion curves have been
measured experimentally for buoyancy-driven deformation
of ascending CT fronts.25 As a result, the nonlinear dynamics

FIG. 5. Concentration c, temperature T, and chemical reaction rate F�z�
profiles for an exothermic downward propagating front. A displaced particle
argument allows to understand the chemically driven instability arising in
quadrant 3.

FIG. 6. Dispersion curves and density profiles as a function of x in quadrant 4 �RT�0,Rc�0�; i.e., for an antagonistic descending exothermic front. The
curves are drawn here for Le=10, Rc=1 and various negative RT. For these values of Le and Rc, the system is always unstable whatever the values of negative
RT as we are beyond the stability pocket of quadrant 4 shown in Fig. 3. For RT=0, the density profile is statically unstable and the front features a
Rayleigh-Taylor instability. When RT is decreased, the density profiles are statically stable yet the dispersion curves feature unstable modes pointing to the
influence of double-diffusive modes and to the influence of the chemically driven instability.
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studied numerically features frozen fingers of constant am-
plitude and wavelength.25,49 Figure 6 shows the dispersion
curves for Rc=1 and decreasing negative RT for Le=10. For
RT=0, the Rayleigh-Taylor unstable solutal density stratifi-
cation leads to a dispersion curve of type II52 �unstable band
of wave number ranging from k=0 up to a critical value kc�
and to a corresponding coarsening nonlinear dynamics.
When RT=−10, the density stratification is statically stable,
yet the dispersion curve of type I points to the influence of
double diffusion phenomena. When RT is further decreased,
the system becomes even more unstable which suggests that
the chemically driven instability operating in quadrant 3 is
operative here too. This is confirmed by an examination of
the linear stability eigenfunctions51 which show that instabil-
ity is driven ahead of the front by double diffusion and be-
hind the front by the chemically driven instability. A small
stability zone exists for Rc close to zero as shown in Fig. 7
for Rc=0.3. There, successive transitions from Rayleigh-
Taylor instability, stability, and eventually chemically driven
instability is observed when RT is decreased from 0 to −6 and
finally to �RT � �9.51, the corresponding density profiles be-
ing statically stable for RT�0.

In quadrant 2, the instability region is also largely in-
creased when Le�1. Here, we have overall statically stable

density profiles for −Rc�RT�0 with, however, a local
Rayleigh-Taylor unstable zone ahead of the front �Fig. 8�.
This Rayleigh-Taylor mechanism is operative ahead of the
front while the chemically driven instability acts behind it,
both mechanisms of instability collaborating to obtain an un-
stable domain in the �RT ,Rc� plane much larger than for
Le=1.51 For a given negative Rc, dispersion curves switch
then from stable curves towards type I and finally type II
dispersion curves. Type I curves point to the influence of the
chemically driven instability. Type II curves are obtained
when RT is large enough for the strong exothermicity of the
reaction to drive a Rayleigh-Bénard type of destabilization of
ascending fronts. Thermal plumes are then observed as in the
case of strongly exothermic ascending chlorite-tetrathionate
fronts.25,27 Oscillatory double-diffusive modes5 have not
been obtained in our analysis as they are probably over-
whelmed by the chemically driven modes of instability.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Density differences due to changes in composition and
temperature across traveling autocatalytic fronts are able to
drive various buoyancy-driven instabilities that have been
here classified in a parameter space �RT, Rc� spanned by the

FIG. 7. Same curves as in Fig. 6, but for a smaller value of Rc �=0.3� and various negative RT. Here, the system is stable for intermediate values of RT.

FIG. 8. Dispersion curves and density profiles as a function of x in quadrant 2 for Le=10, Rc=−5, and various positive RT. As we focus here on an ascending
antagonistic exothermic front with x pointing upwards against the gravity field, the density �p=−RT−Rc �see Ref. 51�. For isothermal systems �RT=0�, the
reactants are solute-lighter than the products and the system is stable. It is only when RT is large enough, i.e., the products are hot enough that a destabilization
takes place.
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thermal and solutal Rayleigh numbers. When RT and Rc are
both positive, the front is unstable in the direct Rayleigh-
Taylor mode because of a stratification of a solute-heavy and
cold steady state lying above a solute-lighter and hotter one
in the gravity field. When the Rayleigh numbers are both
negative, the coupling between a localized reaction zone and
differential diffusivity of mass and heat is able to destabilize
the statically stable stratification of a solute-light and hot
fluid above a solute-heavy and cold one. In the two other
quadrants where RT and Rc have opposite signs, such a coun-
terintuitive chemically driven instability is also operative and
the double-diffusive phenomena come into play as well.

Autocatalytic reactions can be classified �see Table I� as
a function of the signs of the solutal ��s and thermal ��T

density jumps across the front. As these reactions are all
exothermic, i.e., ��T�0, we have, in fact, essentially two
families of reactions that are the cooperative and antagonistic
ones depending on whether ��s and ��T are both negative or
have opposite signs. Positive �negative� RT correspond then
to ascending �descending� fronts, while positive �negative�
Rc stand for the cases with ��s�0 ��0�.

Our classification of buoyancy-driven instabilities of
exothermic fronts in the �RT ,Rc� plane suggests therefore
that ascending cooperative fronts feature Rayleigh-Taylor in-
stability with dispersion curves of type II while descending
cooperative fronts could be destabilized by the new chemi-
cally driven instability with dispersion curves of type I. The
nonlinear dynamics is therefore expected to be quite different
yielding to coarsening phenomena when ascending while
featuring frozen fingers close to onset of instability when
descending in the gravity field. An estimation of typical Ray-
leigh numbers for descending IAA fronts50 that belong to the
cooperative family gives Rc=−3.8 and RT=−3.6, which is
probably too small for the chemically driven instability to be
observed. Indeed, the temperature jump across an IAA front,
which is of the order of 0.5 K for typical concentrations, is
quite small and heat effects are thus not dominant.33,34 The
use of a more exothermic cooperative-type reaction and the
fact that experimental values of the Lewis number can be
larger �up to 100� than those used here suggests however that
experimental visualization of the new chemically driven in-
stability is within experimental reach.

Isothermal antagonistic fronts like typically CT fronts
are unstable due to a Rayleigh-Taylor mechanism featuring
dispersion curves of type II when descending in the gravity
field. When heat effects come into play, double-diffusive
mechanisms as well as the new chemically driven instability
can become operative for both the ascending and descending
cases. Both type I and II dispersion curves can then be ob-
served and subtle transitions between them are expected as
changes in parameters are operated. It has already been dem-
onstrated experimentally that changes in concentration can
change the respective size of ��c and ��T for the CT
system.27 Indeed, increasing concentrations can bring the CT
reaction to be exothermic enough to stabilize descending
fronts and destabilize ascending ones.27 It would be interest-
ing to correlate such observations to the corresponding pa-
rameter values in the �RT ,Rc� plane by careful measurements
of the changes in ��c and ��T with concentrations. Further

work on both cooperative and antagonistic autocatalytic re-
actions would help delineating the stability zones in the �RT,
Rc� plane to demonstrate that the presence of chemical reac-
tions strikingly changes the stability domain with regard to
nonreactive fluids.51

Let us note that future experimental work aiming at test-
ing our predicted new chemically driven instability and test-
ing our classification of instabilities should avoid solutal
double-diffusive instabilities involving two chemical species
with different molecular diffusion coefficients which has
been shown to allow for destabilization of descending fronts
for the iodide-nitric acid21 and iodate-sulfite11 systems.
Moreover, it is also important to ensure the use of insulating
walls as thermal losses through conducting walls have been
shown theoretically to also allow for destabilization of de-
scending cooperative fronts due to the presence of nonmono-
tonic density profiles.47 If the reaction is very exothermic
like in combustion or for some polymerization fronts, con-
sideration of the influence of Arrhenius dependence of the
kinetic constant on temperature should be considered. Fi-
nally, let us note that the Rayleigh numbers can be varied
experimentally by varying the gap width �and hence K�, the
viscosity of the solution or the composition. The large vari-
ety of autocatalytic reactions available nowadays also allow
for a large pool of possible experimental conditions in which
to test the classification of the different buoyancy-driven in-
stabilities presented here.
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